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I walk down hallways, into 

fields of grain and cotton.  Over rolling 

hills chunked with oak trees and wild 

mustard.  Pictures hang on the wall 

with faces that I do not recognize.  My 

room has one window but the roof is 

off and the stars are out.  The 

transistor radio plays ‘Mister Blue’ by 

The Fleetwoods.  I am eleven years old 

and Lucille is already gone.   

 

 

 

 

 

The crashing sound of 

dominoes being slammed onto a 

steel table wakes me from my 

noontime nap.  County jail trustees 

bring me books.  The pages fall in the 

river and wobble downstream through 

a hole in the mountain and I think I 

have enough money left to buy a pack 

of Pall Malls from the commissary.  I’ll 

be twenty-one next month. 

Dreaming Backwards, 
D. Wright, September 2014 

 
 
 

 

 

These songs come through me.  I write 

them down and then try to make them 

sound like what I hear in my head.  

They’re not essays – they may mean 

one thing to you and another to 

someone else.  They’re pieces of things 

that once were whole.  I’ve gathered 

them up like firewood. 

 



Lyrics and music for all songs by DON WRIGHT 

Vocals, guitars, harmonica, mandolin and piano by DON WRIGHT 

Background vocals, shakers and tambourine – Carmelita DeLaO Madrid-Wright 

All recording nd sound mixing done en la casita de Doña Ana, New Mexico 
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1. Swallowed Up 

2. Red Flowers 

3. Undertow 

4. Hurt is Born in Love 

5. If You Could See Yourself 

6. It Had to Be Me 

Track        

7. Two Rings Two Hearts 

8. Ginny Don’t You Know 

9. Margarita 

10. Visions of Jo 

11. A Simple Need for Kindness and Affection 

12. Living the Good Life

…” The memories of a life remain  



      They race across my mind in chains” 
 
I’ve never… ever… understood the concept of Time.  Past.  Future.  They don’t exist, except as memories, or as 
hope (or fear).  When I think about the things I’ve done, it feels like it’s all still going on, back there somewhere.  
But nothing’s going on.  And there is no ‘back there’ anywhere.  And hope is a wonderful thing.  And expectation.  
But if we keep looking to the future, we just pull those days in, seemingly, that much faster, trying to get to the 
place we’re going and probably lose our grasp of the here and now…  which is all we’ll find when we get there. 
 
Is there really a thread?  Is there really a dimension?  Is there really a beginning or end?  You see, like I said, I 
never understood it. 
 
 

SWALLOWED UP      Copyright 1994 by Don Wright 

 
I always thought I'd know your face 
No one would ever take your place 
Now that's just turnin' out to be  
Another little piece of history 
I don't know if I'm still growing 
Or if I'm startin' to fade 
I want to remember everything 
But does it matter anyway 
 
It all gets swallowed up in the heart of somethin' 
That we call time 
Where does it go? 
Everything you see 
Everything you know 
Swallowed up in the heart of somethin' 
 
I watch the movement of your mouth 
And though it turns me inside out 
I can't make out just what you're sayin' 
Oh but there is meaning in the sound 
Now if all these revelations came one at a time 
I got a feeling it would be the same 
No matter how hard you try 
 
It all gets swallowed up in the heart of somethin' 
That we call time 
Where does it go? 
Everything you see, everything you know 
Swallowed up in the heart of somethin' 
 
The memories of a life remain  
They race across my mind in chains 
Like simple shadows on the wall 
They show themselves and then they're gone 
Why do we set our watches to the sun and the moon 
We keep on doing what we can 
Though there's nothin' we can do 
It all gets swallowed up in the heart of somethin' 



That we call time 
Where does it go? 
Everything you see 
Everything you know 
Swallowed up in the heart of somethin' 
 
Everything you want 
Everything you had 
All the lies you told 
Every tear of joy you shed 
Yeah they're all gonna be just like I said 
Swallowed up in the heart of somethin' 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                         
 

  



…”I remember the sound of a voice so sweet” 
 
I wrote this song for Lucille Louise Blair.  For the rose bushes in the front yard and all the colors that she loved in 
her 52 years.  It’s a two day ride from Mission San Antonio, where she was baptized, to San Luis Obispo.  I’m 
forever thankful that she made the trip… and spent those few years with me.  To you, Mama ‘Cille, with love. 
 
 

RED FLOWERS      Copyright 1993 by Don Wright  

 
Do you remember a day with a morning so new 
In a frozen world save for me and for you 
Only memories now lay in pools of gray 
'Round a vision so clear   
Coming through this blue haze 
All I can see are some bright red flowers 
Blood red flowers 
Little red flowers in fields of white 
 
And I remember the sound of a voice so sweet 
Far away from the light, down a valley of green 
How the pictures just fade 
And slip away somehow 
That black water of time covers all of it now 
Except for splashes of bright red flowers  
Blood red flowers 
Little red flowers in fields of white 
 
I can still see her face, clear and gold as the sun 
Then she left us behind one day   
And the sun it was gone 
Now I come by once each year   
Bow my head and kneel down 
Where the cold marble lays   
Still and hard on the ground 
And I bring handfuls of bright red flowers 
Blood red flowers 
Little red flowers in fields of white 

 



…”Have you seen the water turn the color of blood 
     Right in front of your eyes” 
 
Weakness meets temptation as day turns to night.  They make movies about it, write books about it.  It’s strong 
and it’s constant.  People get pulled into it and never come back.  It’s smoky and dark.  Loud.  Drunk. There’s the 
smell of perfume and sweat... and always, hope.  But the water is deep.  The current is unrelenting. 
 
The water is deep. 
 
 

UNDERTOW       Copyright 1997 by Don Wright  

 
Have you seen my baby 
She’s right in the middle 
Of a crowd of people downtown 
Sweet and wild and all wound up 
I’m never gonna find her now 
I got too much trouble gettin’ in and out 
I know I ought to pass on by 
But it ain’t that easy to just go home 
And turn your back on the velvet night 
Smoke starts risin’ and the light’s down low 
I think I’m slippin’ in the undertow 
 
Well I get so lonely I lay on the bed 
And wait for the feeling to come 
Open up a bottle and pour me a drink or two 
But it’s never enough 
I start over to the door 
And I watch myself turn the handle 
And walk right out 
I want to resist, be strong and straight 
But something’s got a hold of me now 
Work me up and down the cuttin’ stone 
And turn me loose in to the undertow 
 
Well have you seen the water turn the color of blood 
Right in front of your eyes 
You might think I’m crazy 
But I know it happens 
I’ve come to believe in time 
You got a good life to live 
Now you better be happy with the light of day 
They give you the world, the sun and the moon 
But you take it all and throw it away 
Here it comes I feel it down below 
The pull and power of the undertow 
 
Hold me baby I don’t want to go 
And give it all up to the undertow 
  



…” Desperation lives in the oldest smile” 
 
Suffering produces hope.  Kerouac wrote of the ‘beautiful sadness’ of the Beat generation – that, somehow, joy 
was conceived and nurtured in sorrow.  Christ told us that the poor in spirit would inherit the kingdom of 
heaven.  Our lives are filled with it – the pearl in the oyster, the silver lining of the cloud, the flower on the 
cactus.  From a meaningless funk, comes rebirth, revelation.  All true.  But then, of course, the opposite must also 
be true - in every blissful moment is the promise of woe.  
 
And love is the cradle of the greatest despair. 
 
 

HURT IS BORN IN LOVE     Copyright 1980 by Don Wright  

 
There is a bird of paradise  
Who sings one song and then he dies 
I miss you but that's alright  
I can say that you were mine 
 
Hurt is born in love 
Pain's the favorite child 
Desperation lives in the oldest smile 
When the loneliness that stays at your door 
Touches every nerve 
Then you'll know once more 
Hurt is born in love 
 
Across the sea / Around the world  
A boy'll look for a girl 
And he'll lay down in her arms  
And that's where the heartache starts 
 
Hurt is born in love 
Pain's the favorite child 
Desperation lives in the oldest smile 
When the loneliness that stays at your door 
Touches every nerve 
Then you'll know once more 
Hurt is born in love 
 
I feel the sad and shameless night  
I hear the want in every lie 
I know the look that kills is there in everyone 
In every innocent first stare there could be one 
 
Hurt is born in love 
Pain's the favorite child 
Desperation lives in the oldest smile 
When the loneliness that lays at your door 
Touches every nerve 
Then you'll know once more 
Hurt is born in love 
  



…” The silver tears that roll across your heart…” 
 
Love is a mystery.  Faith is a mystery.  Life is a mystery… We don’t know much, do we? 
 
We do know desire.  And we know pain.  We know how to get what we want and we know how it feels when we 
lose it.  I know how to make it to the end of the month but sometimes I don’t know how to get through the day.  
Some of us have a plan.  Some of us just wing it.  But, no matter what, things change.  People change.  Love 
blooms and it also dies.  Life surprises you.  It’s all so chancy, it gives you kind of an uneasy feeling to say the 
least.  What we see in others – man, there’s a bottomless well.  Got to take that ride though, got to roll with it. 
 
 

IF YOU COULD SEE YOURSELF (Like I Do)  Copyright 1993 by Don Wright 

 
I've seen the prairie wind blow up a fire 
I've heard the dust and gravel growl 
And make it higher 
I have felt the rain falling down so hard 
And boil up in the sky so cold and dark 
 
I've even seen the sun hide behind the moon 
None of these mysteries was anything like you 
Oh if you could see yourself 
If you could just see yourself like I do 
 
Like the rivers leave their mark   
Forever on the land 
Well it's the same between a woman and a man 
The silver tears that roll across your heart 
And with the passing of the years, break it apart 
 
I've seen the holy night 
And all the wonders of the stars 
Oh but I never spoke to them 
Or held them in my arms 
If you could see yourself 
If you could just see yourself like I do 
 
I've walked these jealous halls 
I've seen the frozen crowd 
Their stony faces turned in silence to the sound 
But from in their midst   
Comes a flash of heat 
A flame that rises from the cold eternal street 
 
And though their rooms are full 
Of all their shiny little coins 
Still I'd give them all for you 
With love there is no choice 
Oh if you could see yourself 
If you could just see yourself like I do 
  



…” In every word that we speak 
      There is the promise of love” 
 
I never thought I’d be the one to leave.  But leave I did.  I remember a time when I would have sworn to the 
heavens that was the one thing that could not happen.  But happen it did.  And I had to be the one to do it. 
 
And then I had to find you.  Gracias a Dios. 
 
 

IT HAD TO BE ME      Copyright 2001 by Don Wright 

 
You stay on the line a little too long 
You’ve used up your time 
Now just go on home 
You picture a perfect love 
It’s never there when you look 
When you look one last time 
You’ll see you never had it so good 
 
Pretend that you don’t know 
But someone had to go 
Though I never even dreamed that it would be me 
Love has died without a sound 
And lies buried deep in the ground 
Forever we’ll know the truth 
It had to be me 
 
The sun sets each day and then comes the dawn 
And when the light breaks hope is born once again 
In every word that we speak 
There is the promise of love 
And in the room when you leave 
There is the memory of us 
 
And I’ll be waiting for you 
As long as you want me to 
As long as you say there’s a chance that it will be me 
And when everyone has gone may I be the only one 
Your eyes will look upon 
And say it had to be me 
 
When will the longing we have 
Become the life that we live 
When you hold my heart in your hand 
There’s nothing else I can give 
 
And I’ll be waiting for you 
As long as you want me to 
As long as you say there’s a chance that it will be me 
And when everyone has gone may I be the only one 
Your eyes will look upon 
And say it had to be me 



…” Like circles turnin’ ‘round without a center 
      They fall apart like traces in the wind” 
 
You can fall in love.  You can buy the rings.  You can vow to stay together forever, get married, make a home and 
start a family.  What happens?  How can something that feels so right go wrong? 
 
Shoot, I don’t know.  If I knew the answer to that, I probably wouldn’t be writing these songs. 
 
 

TWO RINGS TWO HEARTS     Copyright 2006 by Don Wright 

 
Two lives converging on one road together 
They try to find one way to carry on 
From separate paths they search for common shelter 
And then one day two voices rise to sing one song 
 
Two arms reach out to cling to one another 
Until one night temptation pulls too strong 
And finally becomes one hurt too many 
For what has bound them to each other to go on 
 
To have, to hold forever 
Oh to be in love one time 
Two rings, two hearts, two dreamers 
Only one problem 
 
She says she believes another child is coming 
So what will they do now that it’s too late 
Divide and live in pieces for the family? 
Try to forget or just pretend from day to day? 
 
To have, to hold forever 
Oh to be in love one time 
Two rings, two hearts, two children 
Only one problem 
 
Like circles turnin’ ‘round without a center 
They fall apart like traces in the wind 
They lay in one bed but it doesn’t seem to matter 
Still side by side but two worlds once again 
 
To have, to hold forever 
Oh to be in love one time 
Two rings, two hearts, two dreamers 
Only one problem 

 



…”In each window a face that's been damaged by love” 
 
A song is a letter.  It’s a conversation, or a painting, or sometimes a gift.  It can take the place of a photograph or 
a memory.  It often starts you thinking about someone… or helps you finally stop and let go. 
 
This song is an apology. 
 
 

GINNY DON'T YOU KNOW     Copyright 1995 by Don Wright 

 
I'm rollin' around on the streets in the mornin' 
The stores are dark and they're locked up tight 
The whole town's cold and I guess uninviting 
But it just makes me think about what's wrong and what's right 
 
Ginny don't you know  
Life begins here within you 
You can't depend on things 
It thrives on desperation, feeds on uncertainty 
Ginny don't you know 
 
I drive by houses where there once was laughter 
In each window a face that's been damaged by love 
Winds blow through my memory and they trouble my soul 
I can't lay them to rest or change what's been done 
 
Ginny don't you know  
Life begins here within you 
You can't depend on things 
It thrives on desperation, feeds on uncertainty 
Ginny don't you know 
 
I remember the streetlight that came through your window 
And the picture of Jesus that you hung on your door 
I can still see your socks and your shoes on the dresser 
And your cotton dress layin' on the hardwood floor 
I wish there was something I could do to get back there 
I wish that I'd always treated everyone right 
Well it might not have caused you a minute of loneliness 
Or a beat of your heart but it's weighin' on mine 
 
Ginny don't you know  
Life begins here within you 
You can't depend on things 
It thrives on desperation, feeds on uncertainty 
Ginny don't you know 
  



…” the lies that you don’t know” 
 
Billy drove home to her every night for seven years.  She thought that meant he loved her.  He thought that 
would make him love her.  Neither was true.  And neither one felt the weight of the passing of those years until, 
of course, they were gone.  In a world of cold, harsh and frightening reality, sometimes it is a necessary comfort 
to avoid the truth. 
 
It is said, “What you don’t know won’t hurt you.”  But eventually, it will.  You just won’t know why. 
 
 

MARGARITA (Las mentiras que tu no sabes)   Copyright 2005 by Don Wright 

 
Margarita the lies that you don’t know 
May not hurt you today 
But some years from now they’ll show 
In the lines on your face 
And in the heart of Billy Huelo 
 
He’s given you everything 
But the one thing you need 
The dream of love that you won’t ever know 
 
Margarita the sound that has betrayed you 
Is the beating of the heart 
In your own tender breast 
That you put in the trust 
And in the hands of Billy Huelo 
 
Cuando tu vives solamente por amor  
Te puede engañar tu propio corazon 
Mira el sol en el cielo y la luna tambien 
No hay nadien que traera’ la luz de la mañana de Dios 
 
Margarita this world that turns around you 
It’s a hard place to be out on your own 
But it’s time to get out of the way 
Of Billy Huelo 
 
Like a black cloud he’s raining 
On whatever’s underneath 
And what he finds in his road 
Is just there for him to use 
 
Oh Margarita the days keep rolling by 
And it seems that now there’s another in his eyes 
You stand in the cold light of day 
Con la verdad de las mentiras que tu no sabes  
  



…”How your eyes were like two diamonds 
     How your hair was soft and new” 
 
When my daughter was about 4 years old, I was already thinking about the day when she’d be gone.  I was 
starting to prepare myself for the inevitable departure and, what I perceived would be, unbearable emptiness.   
It was a lot like what I did in preparation for my father’s death – looking ahead to a life-changing event, 
imagining the sadness.   
I think now that, as my daughter becomes a different person with her own life ahead of her, this contemplation 
of supposed, impending tragedy is the way I remind myself to enjoy the company of loved ones while they’re still 
around.  Celebrate the present by imagining the sadness of the future.  “See the glass as already broken.” 
 
 

VISIONS OF JO (A Father's Lament)   Copyright 1986 by Don Wright 

 
I checked your room early this morning 
Everything was in its place 
Even the pillow so smooth where you lay your head 
And as I look down the hall 
I see where pictures once were hung 
And the light is casting shadows on bare walls 
It's a day I knew was coming 
But I guess I didn't know 
How the pain would swirl around me 
How the emptiness would grow  
Into visions of Jo 
 
I started turning through the albums 
Like I knew I shouldn't do 
There were images of you so long before 
Out on the ground the sun was shining 
But inside the light was thin 
As I wandered through the things you left behind 
And I didn't try to stop it, I just ran on down that road 
While the memories rolled by me 
Falling deeper in a hole   
Filled with visions of Jo 
 
Now there's so much I should have told you 
Ain't it always just that way 
Should have known those days  
Would not be coming back 
How your eyes were like two diamonds 
How your hair was soft and new 
When I held you that first moment in my arms 
The time seems to go so slowly 
But so surely does it go 
You can bridge across the river 
But you cannot stop the flow 
When they lay you in the water 
Everything is dark and cold  
But these visions of Jo 
  



…” Shadows cast out from your room 
      Hide the sun and the moon” 
 
There’s a movie titled ‘Harvey’ in which Jimmie Stewart plays the part of a drinking man (Elwood P. Dowd) who’s 
friend is a ‘Hooka’ – an invisible giant rabbit.  There’s a scene where a psychiatrist is asking Elwood if Harvey can 
grant him a wish and Elwood asks him what it is that he wants.  The guy says he would like to be laying in a 
meadow, under a shade tree, with his head in the lap of a beautiful woman and her stroking his forehead gently, 
saying, “There, there.  There, there.”  Elwood says, “Is that all, really?”  “Yes”, the man replies wistfully. 
 
Well, what more could you want? 
 
 

A SIMPLE NEED FOR KINDNESS AND AFFECTION       Copyright 1994 by Don Wright  

 
We play such a small part 
In this world we know of 
Too much space surrounds us  
Too much time is on our hands 
Or not enough 
Light a little fire in a world aflame 
Take what joy that you find  
Out of darkness, out of pain 
 
What is so clear to you  
For me is murky through and through  
We try to find our way  
It changes almost day to day  
 
Some need a family to make them strong 
Some need to run so far to be free 
We get a lifetime to see it all 
We've got big hopes  
Yeah we've got big dreams 
 
But we all have a simple need for kindness and affection 
We're driven by a simple need for kindness and affection 
 
Voices come from nowhere  
Lead us down a hallway 
Where we find out too late  
There's one way in and one way out 
 
Little troubles gather all around your door 
You look out to the sidewalk  
But you can't see it any more 
So far away 
 
And when your time comes ‘round  
It's like a tide that pulls you out 
But it's moving too fast to get on  
You feel an emptiness so strong 
  



More than water / More than food 
More than faith / More than truth 
More than money / More than sex 
More than wisdom / More than rest 
 
We all have a simple need for kindness and affection 
We're driven by a simple need for kindness and affection 
Overpowered by a simple need for kindness and affection 
 
Shadows cast out from your room 
Hide the sun and the moon 
 
Born out of a simple need for kindness and affection 
We're driven by a simple need for kindness and affection 
Overpowered by a simple need for kindness and affection 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  



…” Pourin’ the booze down.  And whatever comes ‘round” 
 
The ‘fool’s paradise’.  There are those who make a career of it and are perfectly happy, unburdened by  the 
handcuffs of commitment to another.  Others are productive in their solitude.  Still others are neither.  Simply 
put, some people thrive on their own.  Some people can’t handle it.   
 
Freedom scares me. 
 
 

LIVING THE GOOD LIFE     Copyright 1990 by Don Wright 

 
I said hello to you  
What you been doin' baby 
Where you been hidin' 
Do you keep yourself at home all alone 
No way, that's not your style 
You'd get too lonely once in awhile 
You got a right goin' out  
Livin the good life 
 
I'm doin' fine right here 
Drinkin' a beer and learnin' 
Learnin' the hard way 
I got my friendly old radio playin' 
We're livin' it up now  
Pourin' the booze down 
And whatever comes 'round 
Comin' and goin' when I want  
Livin' the good life 
 
I see you all the time  
Givin' the guys an eyefull 
You're lookin' for trouble  
I know from where I speak 
I've felt the ache that love's desire can bring 
I'm just remembering  
Oh when we were two young fools 
But you don't have time to be blue 
Now that you're out on your own  
Livin' the good life 
 
Now that we're through with love  
And livin' the good life 
 

 


